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detecting human.Q: SQL Server 2008 - Indexing a Varchar or NVarChar column for Oracle Query I am trying to index a
VARCHAR2 field in my MS SQL Server table, using the same field in a Oracle Database (using TOAD to query from code). I

am using CREATE INDEX [Name] ON [dbo].[table] ([Name]); where name is a VARCHAR2. However, when I query this
table from Oracle, I get the error: ORA-00904: "NAME": invalid identifier The same query, if typed directly into TOAD or

SQLDeveloper (via a SQL script), works fine. I would guess that this is because the VARCHAR2 is mapped to a
NVARCHAR2 in the Oracle Database but I don't know how I would get around this? Is there some setting I can change, in MS
SQL Server? A: You should use NVARCHAR instead of VARCHAR2 and then you shouldn't have this issue. (see comments
and references below) "As explained here (but is not the same), Oracle considers NVARCHAR2 data type as VARCHAR2

while indexing, so when you have a VARCHAR2 attribute Oracle is trying to find a matching index for. That's why you need to
make sure the data type is correct - either VARCHAR2 or NVARCHAR2." More info here A: Just a trivial performance gain

for Oracle using VARCHAR2 instead of NVARCHAR2 ALTER TABLE TableName ADD IDENTITY_COLUMN
NVARCHAR2(4); will help Oracle to read less of data and more of the index UPDATE : See here ORA-00904:
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